
Family and Consumer Sciences 8th Grade 
WEEK-At-A-Glance 

Week of Sept. 28- Oct. 2 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Standard/ 
Objective 

Understand what a paycheck is. 
Understand the steps to accepting a job to get a paycheck. 
Understand the process of using a credit card 
Identify good and bad credit card use  

“I Can” statement I can identify what 
payroll withholdings 
are and what is 
deducted from 
paychecks. 
I can differentiate 
between gross and 
net income. 
 

 Identify the purpose of a 
credit card 
Demonstrate fluency 
with credit card 
terminology 
Explain how to avoid 
paying interest on a 
credit card 

 

Assess the advantages 
and disadvantages of 
credit cards 
Distinguish between 
positive and negative 
credit card behaviors 

  

Assignments 
Activities 

Vocab Pre-Quizzizz 
Paycheck NOTES 
Paycheck navigation 
activity 
Credit Card Notes 

  Vocab Quizzizz for a 
grade 

Credit Card “What 
Would You Do?” 
Activity 
Credit card review 

 

Graded work, 
Assessments 
and/or projects 

Vocab Quizzizz 
Paycheck and Credit card notes 
Paycheck navigation 
What Would You Do ? 
Credit Card Review 

Homework Vocab Quizzizz, Paycheck navigations and Credit card Review 
Any missing assignments, students have 2 weeks to turn in late work! 
Elective B will do the same things on TUESDAY, Wednesday, and Friday!! 

 
 

 



Family and Consumer Sciences 7th Grade 
WEEK-At-A-Glance 

Week of Sept. 28- Oct. 2 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Standard/ 
Objective 

Understand interior design  
Understand sustainable design 
Understanding factors that contribute to textile choice 

“I Can” statement I can design and create a floor plan of a house while utilizing elements and principles of design. 
I can compose a presentation about their design explaining their use of design and using the vocabulary for the unit. 
I can compare and contrast prices to stay with in a budget for my design and document the accurate data. 
I can identify natural, synthetic, and manufactured textile fabrics. 
I can research nanotechnology examples and create a new clothing product to do a function of my choosing 

Assignments 
Activities 

Space and Floor 
Planning Project- 
Presentation Part 
 
Turning in the design 
part today. 

 Nanotechnology notes  
Nanotechnology 
article 
Nanotechnology 
design 

Nanotechnology 
Design Project with 
explanations 

 

Graded work, 
Assessments 
and/or projects 

Space and Floor 
planning design part 
on floorplanner.com 
This is a project and 
assessment for the 
interior design unit. 

 Participation in 
Nanotechnology 
Peardeck, 
Article questions, 
Begin design 
challenge 
 

Design challenge for 
nanotechnology 
presented via flipgrid 

 

Homework Any missing assignments, students have two weeks to turn anything in late. 
Finishing their floor plan projects with either a presentation on flipgrid or a paper. 
Complete the nanotechnology design challenge with explanation of design on flipgrid. 
Elective B will do the same on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday! 

 

 

 



Family and Consumer Sciences 6th Grade 
WEEK-At-A-Glance 

Week of Sept. 8- Oct. 2 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Standard/ 
Objective 

 Understand how communication skills affect relationships. 

“I Can” statement Explain and identify how communication and conflict management skills affect relationship success and failure, regardless 
of the nature of the relationship 
Examine family of origin communication patterns and identify patterns you want to work on for the future. 
Identify the patterns that are most damaging to relationships 

Assignments 
Activities 

Danger signs notes  
Relationship 
Checkup Activity  

Phone call activity Communication Vocab 
QuIZZIZZ 

Catch up day for 
relationships and 
communication unit 
work 

 

Grades work, 
Assessments 
and/or projects 

Danger Signs Notes 
Danger Signs 
Situations 
Relationship Check 
up Activity 

 COMMUNICATION 
vocab quizzizz   

Homework Phone Activity  
Communication Vocab Quizzizz 
Danger Signs Situations 
Anything that is late or missing, students have 2 weeks from the due date to turn in late assignments 
Elective B is doing the same things all week on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday 

 


